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After the publication of the last issue of FEB Research, little did 
we know that the world was about to change and going to the 
office was simply not possible anymore. Education went online, 
research went online, conferences were cancelled and we all 
worked from home. Though the covid-19 measures eased up 
a little over the summer, they are back in place again. We are 
fortunate that part of our education and research can take place 
at the faculty buildings again, providing our researchers with the 
equipment they need.

In these months, we all had to adjust to new technology and 
new ways to communicate. It seemed an apt time to adjust our 
magazine FEB Research as well. From now on we will publish 
the magazine digitally.

You can now read FEB Research wherever you are, its design is 
meant to make it easy to read it on your tablet or laptop. You can 
also expect links to articles and videos. And if you send your 
email to a.c.koning@rug.nl, we will make sure that you know 
when a new issue has been published.

This 24th issue of FEB Research highlights how also our 
researchers have adapted to the current situation. For some, 
their field of research proofed very relevant as it could help with 
the challenges of the covid-19 times. Others received grants to 
start a research project that can help us do better if a new crisis 
appears or showed the impact covid-19 has on all of us. 

We hope that you enjoy this new format. Stay safe and healthy. 

Annemiek Koning
Rina Koning
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Jenny van Doorn
Robots to the rescue?
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Although it is expected that social robots will 
be used more and more in public services, 
little is known about the acceptance of social 
robots by consumers. 
Recently, Professor Jenny van Doorn and her 
team started a new research project that looks 
into the factors that determine the acceptance 
of these social robots.

Customer experience
Until now robotica-research mostly 
concentrated on functional improvements. 
However, while technology is an important tool 
to deal with the challenges within the health 
care system, the interface between the elderly 
and technology is still a struggle, in particular 
when a speech-based interface is used. 
Shortcomings lie not only in the intelligibility 
of the speech, but also in the extent to which 
the elderly are accepting and willing to use the 
technology.

Van Doorns research focuses on the question 
how consumers experience robotic services in 
a social context. To describe this phenomenon, 
van Doorn and her team introduced a new 
term: Automated Social Presence. This is the 
extent to which machines (e.g. robots) make 
consumers feel that they are in the company of 
another social entity. 

She argues that the use of social robots 
is fundamentally different from previous 
technological innovations in public services. 
With social robots it is not only about the 

functional service itself, like the use of a cash 
machine, but also about the automation of the 
social interaction between robot and user. This 
last part was until recently, eminently reserved 
for humans. 

Negative feelings
Her research shows that this kind of 
automation of social interaction in public 
services by consumers is mostly not accepted 
because robots evoke negative feelings. 

“I didn’t expect that beforehand, but nearly all 
studies have shown that to be the case,” says 
Van Doorn. “When robots replace a waiter 
or receptionist, we often find it a bit creepy 
and experience it as a threat to our identity. 
It causes us more stress and discomfort than 
when we have to deal with a human worker.”

Making a robot more human-like by e.g. giving 
it a human name intensifies this negative 
reaction.  Yet, when robots are used in a social 
context, in which people feel connected to 
others, like having drinks or other gatherings, 
negative reactions to robots are mitigated. 

Dialect
From a societal perspective, social robots are 
not only important to healthcare organizations. 
Other public services are also looking at 
technological solutions to maintain their 
service, while dealing with decreasing budgets. 
The police, for example, is experimenting with 
robots recording minor offenses. 

Social interaction between robots and humans is something we will have 
to get used to. In our health care system, investments in these robots are 
rising, especially during the covid-19 pandemic as it is harder to get enough 
personnel. The robots can fulfill functional tasks like cleaning a room or 
delivering a meal, but also social tasks to alleviate feelings of loneliness and 
social isolation, especially with elderly people. An advantage of using the 
robots during this pandemic is that they are less likely to be infected and 
easier to clean.
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Meeting the public
Part of her research is introducing the robot 
to the public. Especially, now that the ro-
bot is taught to “speak” in dialect, talking to 
locals is a fun way to see if the vocabulary 
of the robot is extensive enough. As you will 
discover in the video, both the robot and the 
public needed a little time to get used to one 
another.

 Watch the video

Given the enormous potential of robots van 
Doorn is determined to discover how robots 
can be used for these social tasks without 
evoking negative feelings. Her latest research 
focuses on the use of local dialects by the 
social robots. Together with local housing 
corporations and researchers from the UG’s 
Faculty of Arts, she wants to find out if this 
helps with the acceptance of the social robot 
by elderly people.

Van Doorn hopes that the use of robots will 
help ease the large strain on the health care 
system. “With an ageing population and rising 
life expectancy, the number of elderly people 
in need of care will exponentially increase. And 
when people get older, they can experience 
language loss and retreat to the language of 
their youth. This can be a foreign language, 
but also a local dialect.”

Her multi-disciplinary project investigates 
whether the intelligibility of speech and the 
acceptance of technological solutions can be 
improved if technology, in this case a robot, 
speaks to the elderly in their native language, 
to start with the local dialect in Groningen, 
“Gronings”. 

Mid August van Doorn introduced the 
“Gronings” speaking robot via local TV and 
radio. Furthermore, locals could personally 
get to know the “Gronings” speaking robot in 
the Groninger Forum. For two days, the robot 
talked to around 150 visitors of the Forum 
Groningen in  “Gronings”, but also Dutch. Van 
Doorn and her team asked the visitors of the 
Forum whether they found the Dutch or the 
“Gronings” dialect voice more pleasant and 
appealing. And last but not least, suggestions 
for a name for the still nameless robots were 
solicited from the public. Tammo and Aletta 
were the names that were most frequently 
suggested, but van Doorn and her team have 
not decided on a name yet.
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This past summer, during the 
covid-19 pandemic, our vacation 
might not have been what we 
planned for. You may have 
chosen a different destination or 
even opted to stay home. Does 
this influence our mental work 
health once we are back to work? 
Associate Professor Jessica de 
Bloom has published several 
articles on this topic and FEB 
Research talked to her about the 
importance of taking a break from 
work, where and how you should 
spend it.

A weekend away or a weekend at home, 
does it make much of a difference?
“Some years ago, along with other researchers, 
I have done research that looked specifically 
into this question.We investigated whether 
employees behave, think, and feel differently 
during travel than during leisure time spent 
at home. We followed 24 employees for 5 
weeks during free evenings after work, a free 
weekend at home, and on a free weekend of 
domestic travel.

While being away for a weekend, employees 
slept more, engaged more in physical and 
social activities and less in obligatory activities 
than during free evenings after work. Going for 
a hike, visiting a museum, meeting new people 
or attending a wine tasting are more likely to 
happen during a weekend away than when 
you stay at home. Travel may provide quite 
literally a distance from work and everyday 
hassles. You do not have to take care of the 

Jessica
de Bloom
How to
spend your
vacation
during
Covid19?
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laundry, at least not until you are back home.
During a weekend at home, people engaged 
in different kind of activities such as hobbies 
and sports, but also ruminated a bit more 
about work. Despite giving their work a bit 
more thought, there were no major differences 
in experiences of pleasure and well-being 
compared to the employees who went away 
for the weekend.

Compared to a weekend spent at home, a 
weekend away seems to be a more natural 
opportunity to engage in resource-providing, 
preferred activities (e.g. social activities) 
rather than resource-consuming, non-
preferred activities (e.g. work-related activities, 
household chores). It also seems easier not 
to worry about work when physically away 
from home. A remarkable result of this and 
earlier research is that the distance itself is 
not important. So, going to London is not 
necessarily better for you than spending the 
weekend in Utrecht.”
With the Christmas holidays coming up and 
travel restrictions still in place, what can 
employees do, if they spend their vacation at 
home?
“First of all, do not skip this time off just 
because you might not be able to go away. 
Like sleep, regular leisure time is important to 
keep your health and well-being up, especially 
after another rather stressful period of a 
possible second wave of the virus. Then, you 
can use the DRAMMA model for a successful 
staycation (see insert).” 

Research has shown that there are 6 
ingredients which help people recover from 
stressful times. Integrating these in your 
leisure time can help you to make the most of 
your free time and recharge your batteries.

Will covid-19 change the way we 
look at vacations?
“Spending some time away from your 
home is an excellent opportunity to recover 
from work. Traveling and spending time 
in a different surrounding supports many 
of the DRAMMA experiences, particularly, 
mental disengagement from work. This 
mental detachment is both beneficial to the 
employees’ well-being but also for maintaining 
high levels of work performances. However, 
a growing world population and a doubling of 
tourism resource use (e.g. water, energy, food, 
emissions), force us to reexamine our current 
tourism practices. 

A staycation or holidays close to home may 
provide us with opportunities to reduce the 
negative impact of tourism consumption. 
Distance is considered an essential element of 
tourism. But, we as tourists perceive distance 
in terms of travel costs, time and the novelty/
familiarity of a destination. Accordingly, looking 
for new experiences, using slower, sustainable 
modes of transportation (e.g. train, bicycle) 
and immersing ourselves in unfamiliar cultural 
environments may provide us with a sense 
of being far away while we may actually be 
physically close to home.”

 Read the article ‘Don’t leave millions of
 vacation days on the table’
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The DRAMMA model of successful 
recovery

• Detachment/Mental disengagement 
 from work 
Set an out-of-office-reply and inform your team 
of the period that you will not be available 
for work. Tidy up your workspace, lock up 
your laptop in a closet to leave all work-
related thoughts behind when starting your 
leave. Physical activities and activities such 
as walking or cycling in nature also help to 
mentally distance yourself from work. 

• Relaxation
Relax your body and mind by taking a hot 
shower or sauna bath, receiving a massage, or 
listening to your favorite music. 

• Autonomy
Feel in control by purposely setting aside 
some me-time. Even if this is only a short 
time, some brief moments just for you and the 
activities you enjoy most will give you a boost 
in your well-being. During family holidays, you 
could discuss everyone’s wishes beforehand 
and make a schedule together with time 
reserved for everyone’s favorite activities. 

• Mastery
Activities like mastering a new skill, learning 
something new or overcoming a pleasant 
challenge broaden your horizon, build new 
resources and make you feel competent. So, 
take up that online course you have long been 
pondering about. 

• Meaning
Engage in activities that provide you with 
a sense of purpose and the feeling of 
contributing something to society. The 
pandemic offers many opportunities to become 
engaged. You could for instance engage in 
voluntary work to help people confined to their 
homes or feeling isolated and who could use 
some (digital) company. 

• Affiliation
Foster the feeling of relatedness and feeling 
connected to the people around you and in 
your local community. Have you already tried 
some online board games or organizing a 
digital party for a friend? 
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Back in Groningen:
Gerard van den Berg
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Why did you choose Groningen? 
“It was a case of all pieces of the puzzle falling 
into place. First, Groningen has a dedicated 
focus on health research, including successful 
interdisciplinary cooperation within the Aletta 
School of Public Health. This fits in with my 
own research interests in the effects of the 
economy on health and the effects of health on 
economic outcomes. I am therefore also happy 
to have positions both at the university and at 
the university medical center. A second major 
advantage of Groningen for me is the strong 
tradition in econometrics and quantitative 
research in social sciences. My roots are in 
econometrics (as a student in Groningen!) and 
I always strive to use or apply novel methods 
to improve the quality of empirical work. 

A third reason to choose Groningen is the 
sustained good atmosphere in the economics 
department. If you are used to such a working 
environment for many years then you may just 
take it for granted, but in fact it is surprisingly 
rare to encounter this in the academic world. 
Last but not least, as a fourth reason, there 
is the exceptional quality of life in Groningen. 
Again, those who have lived here since 
many years may not even notice it, but if 
you come from overcrowded areas or from 
an ill-governed country with malfunctioning 
public sectors then it is quite a difference. Of 
course, there are the earthquakes, and I keep 
wondering why the North hasn’t gotten more 
generous compensation, but that is a different 
story.”

Could you tell us more about your previous 
career/your career so far? 
“I spent most of my career at the VU University 
Amsterdam (1993-2009). This is where I 
became a full professor in 1996 at the age of 
34. I was head of the economics department 
for a period of six years and I guided the 
department through a generational transition 
as well as a transition into micro-oriented 
economics and applied econometrics. In 2009 
I was awarded the Alexander von Humboldt 
Professorship Prize which consisted of a 
research subsidy of 3.5 million euro as well 
as a permanent chair at the University of 
Mannheim in Germany. In 2015 I moved to 
Bristol in the UK where I got heavily involved in 
research collaborations with epidemiologists. 
In the past, I have also held short-term 
professorships in Princeton and Stockholm.

During these years, I have always worked with 
large data sets covering different aspects of 
individual behavior. Sometimes this includes 
registers on health or taxes or other sensitive 
information. The data are typically from 
continental European countries. A “push factor” 
in my decision to leave the UK is that with the 
upcoming Brexit it is likely that my data access 
would be adversely affected. Of course, the 
way Brexit seems to be playing out, it will 
also have many other disadvantages for the 
academic community there.” 

FEB is proud to announce the appointment of Gerard van den Berg 
as Professor of Health Econometrics. Van den Berg is well-known 
for his research on the long-run effects of conditions very early in 
life (economic condition, nutrition, stress exposure, and so on) on 
cognition, health and economic productivity later in life. After his time 
as a student at the Faculty of Economics, van den Berg is back 
in Groningen.
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Your chair is in micro-econometrics. What 
issues are dealt with in your research? 
“In this field we aim to understand individual 
behavior by way of empirical analyses using 
real-life data. In addition, we aim to find out 
if there are causal effects from one variable 
or characteristic or event on another. This 
includes studying the effectiveness of policy 
measures and other treatments. In all this 
work, we develop novel methods hand in hand 
with applications. But in the end, the research 
we do is driven by the aim to understand 
behavior.

As a concrete example, I am interested in 
effects of active labor market policies for the 
unemployed. Recently I have been involved 
in the design, implementation and analysis of 
randomized controlled trials involving 10,000s 
of unemployed individuals who are assigned 
to different treatments or programs. Even 
though these are randomized experiments, the 
analysis of the data poses some econometric 
challenges. For example, how do we figure 
out if the total effect is affected by private 
information of the unemployed about future 
treatments? These are issues that are 
natural to consider in economics but are less 
prominent in experiments in medical sciences 
or biology.

I have also been interested since many years 
in the effects of recessions on health. This 
topic has gained relevance in the current 
corona crisis, as recent lockdowns have 
been leading to dramatic recessions. Pundits 
and politicians have framed the damage to 
the economy as a price to be paid for the 
protection of health (“health is more important 
that the economy”). That is highly misleading. 
Recessions and economic adversity have 
negative health effects themselves. We know 
that they cause worse health later in life for 
those born in a recession, worse health and 
cognition for children who are excluded from 

daycare and school, increases in stress and 
suicides, worse nutrition for adults suffering 
from poverty, and more mental and physical 
health problems for victims of domestic 
violence. This may sound dramatic, but bear 
in mind that, all in all, large sections of society 
are currently being affected. The health 
losses and costs for children and prime-aged 
individuals will play out over many decades, 
possibly even into subsequent generations.”

And how about societal relevance? 
“I think it is hard to find many fields in 
economics where the immediate societal 
relevance of research is so high. Let me give 
you another example, from a project about 
sanctions for young unemployed welfare 
recipients. Sanctions are punitive reductions in 
welfare benefits that the unemployed receive 
if they don’t search hard enough for a job. In 
Germany the sanctions regime was extremely 
tough. After a few minor offences people would 
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lose their benefits completely. This drove many 
youths out of welfare into homelessness and 
so on. These people disappear from the radar 
and there is a serious risk that they turn their 
back to mainstream society. Due to our study, 
the policy was modified so that youths are 
not punished so heavily anymore. This has 
substantially improved the quality of life of 
millions of youths every year, year after year. 
It is immensely satisfying to have such an 
impact.” 

What can we expect of you in the future? 
“Often it is not clear why economic conditions 
early in life affect health much later in life. 
It is interesting to understand the pathway 
from cause to outcome, and one can often 
distinguish between economic or social 
pathways on the one hand and biological or 
medical pathways on the other. I would like to 
be able to know more about this. In line with 
this I aim to work on econometric methods to 
properly analyze such pathways.
I am also interested in health differences 
between Dutch and Germans in the border 
region. To what extent can these be 
understood by institutional settings, and 
to what extent do economic, genetic and 
environmental issues play a role? For this, I 
aim to intensify collaborations with universities 
and research centers in Germany.”
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to frame the damage 
to the economy as a 

price to be paid for the 
protection of health.”
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Aline Seepma was one of FEB’s 
PhD students affected by the 
covid-19 measures taken by the 
Dutch government. Although 
this created uncertainty for her, 
in the end there were also some 
positive side effects.

“I handed in my PhD dissertation at the 
beginning of March 2020 and scheduled my 
defense for the 2nd of July 2020. Soon after 
handing in my dissertation the first measures 
were taken: closing down University buildings 
and only facilitating defenses online. I realized 
that I, for sure would have to let go the idea of 
having a big ceremony and celebration with all 
my family, friends and colleagues over a diner 
and party. It was strange to work from home, 
not seeing any colleagues and not having 
small talks on preparing for the defense. The 

biggest downside was the uncertainty the 
situation gave on whether and under what 
circumstances I would defend my thesis on the 
planned date. 

I was relieved that on the 2nd of July the 
circumstances made it possible to defend 
my PhD in the Aula of the Academy Building, 
albeit with at most thirty people present. 
Due to the well-organized online facilities for 
conference calls and the livestream a lot of 
people were able to see my defense online. 
The nice thing about this was that, in the end, 
more people were able to attend my defense 
(online) compared to regular pre-Corona 
defenses where physical presence would 
have been a prerequisite. All in all, despite the 
unusual situation, I did have a wonderful day, 
with my closest family and friends present and 
many following the ceremony via a livestream“ 

Aline Seepma
Defending a
PhD thesis
during Corona
times
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Summary of the thesis

A seamless, sustainable and trustworthy 
criminal justice system is essential to a 
country’s rule of law and good governance. 
Such a criminal justice system consists 
of criminal justice organizations, like the 
police, public prosecution, and the court. The 
effective work of these core organizations 
relies on information exchange, collaboration 
and process alignment. However, reaching 
those can be challenging. One of the main 
difficulties in achieving collaboration and 
alignment relates to the multiple, sometimes 
contradicting, performance objectives of these 
different organizations.

Despite their distinct tasks, responsibilities 
and resources, the police, public prosecution 
and court act as a supply chain. The output of 
one organization serves as input for the next 
organization, and together they deliver a final 
product.

Aline Seepma explores how supply chain 
management is applied in criminal justice. 
She studied the interactions between these 
three core parties throughout the detection, 
investigation, and jurisdiction of high-impact 
crimes, such as burglaries, robberies, and 
violent crime.

Seepma concludes that planning often 
assumes infinite capacity, leading to huge 
delays and large stacks of cases remaining 
on the shelf. The capacity of the parties 
within the supply chain is limited, but a better 
alignment allows the supply chain as a whole 
to perform much better. Also, while the parties 
extensively use information and operational 
integration, they hardly use relational 
integration mechanisms, such as establishing 
strategic links based on trust, commitment and 
a long-term vision. Too often, criminal justice 
professionals take an independent standpoint 
regarding scheduling, although some tentative 
change is already happening.

Through her research, Seepma identifies 
the avenues of improvement for the criminal 
justice supply chain, demonstrating that it is 
possible to successfully implement integration 
without compromising the goals, interests and 
legal independence of the intervening parties.

Recently one of the chapters of the thesis 
entitled “On publicness theory and its 
implications for supply chain integration: 
The case of criminal justice supply chains” 
is accepted in the Journal of Supply Chain 
Management (co-authored with Dirk Pieter van 
Donk and Carolien de Blok). 

Representation of the Dutch criminal justice supply chain

Public
Prosecution

Probation
Service NIFP

CourtPolice

2. Prosecution
3. Jurisdiction

1. Detection
Phase in the supply
chain process of
bringing a criminal
case to court

Organization

Link between
organization; 
representing
information flows and
interactions between
organizations
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First, can you tell us a bit about yourself?
“I joined the department of Innovation 
Management and Strategy in 2009 after 
finishing my PhD in Engineering and Industrial 
Management at the Technical University of 
Lisbon. I was one of the first to join the tenure 
track program at my department. And since 
last May, I am full Professor of Innovation 
Management. My research focuses on 
understanding how firms define cooperation 
and knowledge protection strategies and 
on how human capital plays a role in 
internationalization strategies. I am currently 
also Associate Editor of the Journal Industry 
and Innovation.”

In the last months you have done research 
related to covid-19, what were the results?
“Together with my colleagues Bart Los and 
Florian Noseleit, I wrote a couple of reflections 
on the challenges associated to covid-19. 
We published them on the FEBlog in order to 
stimulate the discussion on the lessons that 
can be learnt from this crisis. 

The first blogpost is focused on the pressure 
under which health systems around the world 
were in the beginning of the crisis due to the 
shortages of ventilators and testing equipment. 
Profit-maximizing firms do not have incentives 
to make the substantial and uncertain 
investments necessary for the world to be 
prepared for global pandemics. We advocate a 
strategy for fighting future pandemics in which 

Over the past couple of months, 
Pedro de Faria’s research was 
influenced by the covid-19 
pandemic. Together with his 
colleagues, Bart Los and Florian 
Noseleit, he published two FEB 
blog articles about the pandemic. 
FEB Research asked him to tell 
more about his activities.

Pedro
de Faria
Doing
research in
times of a
pandemic
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governments play a more active role in the 
coordination of production capacity, strategic 
stockpiling and logistics of essential products.

Our second blogpost followed the numerous 
reports of firms adapting their activities to help 
fighting the covid-19 pandemic. We argue 
that national governments and international 
organizations should incorporate some lessons 
about such ‘adaptive innovations’ in future 
innovation policies. In order to make societies 
more resilient to crises, these policies should 
include tools such as subsidies, tax breaks 
and procurement aimed at encouraging cross-
industry collaboration in the manufacturing of 
essential health products.

The fact that the crisis has been very 
impactful for small firms and has placed many 
entrepreneurs out of work led me to reflect on 
the implications of my paper recently published 
in the Journal of International Business 
Studies (with Andreas Distel, Wolfgang Sofka, 
Miguel Torres Preto and António Ribeiro). 
In this paper, we show that multinational 
companies perceive the unique skills of 
entrepreneurs as valuable for their activities. 
In times of crisis, entrepreneurial creativity and 
judgement are highly needed, so I expect that 
many multinational companies will actively try 
to hire entrepreneurs that are now willing or 
forced to change their career plans.”

Has covid-19 influenced your research?
“Yes, the covid-19 crisis impacted my research 
in two ways. It influenced, as discussed above, 
the content of my research but it also affected 
the way I conduct it. While it did not change 
how I work with most of my co-authors (a lot 
of meetings were already virtual before the 
lockdown) or limited my access to data (I 
mostly use secondary data), it impacted the 
serendipitous dimension of my research. I 
believe that the lack of informal meetings with 
my colleagues at the office and with other 
researchers at conferences might negatively 
affect my stock of future research ideas.”

What other research have you planned for? 
“During the quarantine, I mainly worked on 
two articles that soon will be submitted to 
journals. One contributes to the debate on 
the advantages and liabilities of earmarking 
for public research funding. We (I together 
with Holmer Kok and Dries Faems) find that 
earmarked projects receive lower expert 
evaluations than non-earmarked projects. 
However, and surprisingly, we also find that 
they do not underperform, and sometimes 
even outperform, non-earmarked projects 
in terms of tangible research outcomes (i.e. 
number of patents and publications).
The second project deals with human capital 
transfers from multinational companies to 
domestic firms. We (I together with Wolfgang 
Sofka and Torben Schubert) explore how 
certain characteristics of domestic firms, like 
age, workforce diversity and hierarchical 
specialization, affect their ability to 
translate the knowledge and skills of former 
multinational employees into performance 
gains.”

To read more:

 Blog Pandemic-Related Innovation: 
 Don’t Leave It to Markets

 Blog Masks instead of coffee filters and 
 ventilators rather than cars

Distel, A., Sofka, W., de Faria, P., Ribeiro, A. and Preto, 
M. (2019) Dynamic Capabilities for Hire: How Prior 
Entrepreneurial Experience of MNC Subsidiary Ma-
nagement Affects Performance, Journal of International 
Business Studies, forthcoming.
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FEB Researchers want
to help solve COVID-19
problems in healthcare

Recently, several FEB researchers received a grant from ZonMW (the 
Dutch organization for Healthcare Research and Innovation) to look at 
specific problems in the healthcare system that occurred during the 
covid-19 pandemic. Project leaders Joost van de Brake and Paul Buijs 
talk with FEB Research about their new projects and what the results 
can mean for especially the healthcare system. 

Joost van de Brake is an assistant 
professor in the field of HRM&OB. In 2019 
he obtained his PhD degree from the 
University of Groningen (UG). The title of 
his thesis is “Individual employees’ multiple 
team membership: a double-edged sword”. 
His research focuses on the challenges and 
opportunities associated with complex modern 
work arrangements (e.g., the transition from 
face-to-face to virtual teams, the impact of 
covid-19 on healthcare workers).

Paul Buijs is an assistant professor in the 
field of sustainable logistics. He received his 
PhD degree in 2014 from UG, his thesis’ title 
is “Horizontal and vertical collaboration in 
distribution networks with cross-docks”. His 
research focuses on the development and 
implementation of innovative concepts aimed 
at improving logistics sustainability.
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       Joost van de Brake &        Paul Buijs

Joost van de Brake
What is the main focus of your project? 
”In our project, we look at the impact of the 
covid-19 pandemic on the psychosocial 
and emotional well-being of hospital staff. 
Questions we hope to answer are: Which 
factors contribute to this well-being? And what 
can a hospital do to make sure that their staff 
is more equipped to deal with this or another 
crisis? 
It is very important for our society that hospital 
workers are able to function well. The goal of 
this project is to map the effect covid-19 has 
on the psychosocial and emotional well-being 
of hospital staff as well as find out how we can 
diminish the negative effects and possibly, 
enforce the positive ones.” 

How are you going to set up this research? 
And with whom?
“We received a 200K grant from ZonMw and 
along with fellow researchers dr. Peter Essens, 
drs. Maxim Laurijssen and prof. Gerben van 
der Vegt, we will work together with a large 
hospital in the south of the Netherlands. 
For two years, during our research, hospital 
staff can share their experiences via a 
questionnaire with statements and open 
questions. They can tell us which obstructions 
and challenges they went through. Our 
expectation is that the more the current crisis 
is seen as a positive challenge (i.e., rather 
than a hindrance), the more an employee is 
capable of handling everything in the long-
term.

Team processes may also influence whether 
an employee experiences the crisis as a 
challenge or a hindrance. If the communication 
within a team is open, free and honest, team 
members are less likely to experience the 
covid-19 pandemic as a hindrance. Finally, 
we will also look at whether the demographic 
diversity of a team influences the impact 
of covid-19 on employees. For instance, a 
younger employee might experience more 
pressure if older co-workers (who are more 
likely to experience severe complications from 
covid-19) have dropped out.” 

Can any hospitals participate? 
“Yes, other hospitals can certainly participate. 
They can get in touch with us and we can 
discuss possibilities.”

Wat results can we expect?
“The results of the research will be shared with 
Dutch hospitals. We will develop a website 
that lists key recommendation on how to make 
their staff members more resilient during the 
current crisis or other stressful situations.”
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       Joost van de Brake &        Paul Buijs

Paul Buijs
What is the main focus of your project 
“It seems so obvious, one hospital has too 
many ICU-patients, another still has ICU-bed 
available. So you just move patients from A 
to B, right? It is far more complicated than 
that. First, there are many aspects at a patient 
level that can impede the possibility to move 
patients, or make moving less effective. Think 
about the patient’s specific health status and 
prospects of recovery. At an organizational 
level, the movement of patients is hindered 
by difficulties in getting access to reliable data 
about available resources and by different 
stakes of individual hospitals and regions.”

How are you going to set up this research? 
And with whom?
“Together with colleagues professor Taco van 
der Vaart, dr. Gerdien Regts, dr. Roel Post and 
Sam van Huet during the next two years, I will 
look into the role that national and regional 
coordination can have to manage scarce 
resources in healthcare. We received a 150K 
grant from ZonMw to do this research.
We will look at the lessons we can learn from 
the first wave of the corona pandemic. How did 
the national and regional coordination efforts 
function? Is it wise to spread the covid-19 
patients across the Netherlands more evenly 
to avoid either overcrowding one hospital 
versus under-utilization of another hospital, 
and if so, how to structure the coordination? At 
the moment there is a large cry for more ICU 
beds - structurally, but with a flexible layer - but 
is this really necessary and if so, how many 
beds would be sufficient?

We also focus on personal protective 
equipment, where we see similar issues. How 
to distribute masks, gowns, gloves and other 
protective equipment across different types of 
healthcare organizations when the nation is in 
short supplies? Is it necessary to keep large 
stock of these items? And, do we store those 
items nationally or regionally? Or, is it possible 
to solve a sudden surge in demand by having 
a flexible local production ready?’
Another part of the project is an evaluation of 
the existing regional coordination structures, 
i.e. the public healthcare regions, the safety 
regions, the ICU regions and the acute 
healthcare regions. Should we use these 
regional structures to spread both patients and 
resources? And, which of these structures fits 
the job in times of scarcity and when is scaling 
up to national coordination required?”

Can any hospitals participate?
“Yes, definitely. We have interviewed many 
key stakeholders already and will keep 
interviewing stakeholders in the national and 
regional coordination structures, as well as 
doctors, nurses and managers of hospitals 
in the Netherlands. If hospitals would be 
interested to contribute to the project, they can 
contact us.”

Wat results can we expect?
“We are in the process of writing up the main 
lessons learned from the first wave and hope 
those lessons will help further improve the 
national and regional coordination needed 
the coming months. In the longer term, our 
goal is to develop more general insight into 
when regional or even national coordination 
is helpful in addressing issues with scarce 
resources in healthcare, and how such 
coordination should be organized.”

The results of both projects will be shared 
via Open Access.
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Herman de Jong receives 800K grant 
for new Dutch database
Professor de Jong receives the grant for 
building a new Dutch database holding Dutch 
corporate and stock exchange data for the 
period 1796-1980. The grant is awarded by 
the KNAW (Royal Dutch Academy of Science) 
in cooperation with digital infrastructures 
CLARIAH and ODISSEI.

Jenny van Doorn receives NWO funding 
for project ‘Food Waste, from Excess to 
Enough’
Estimates are that worldwide a third of the 
food that is produced for human consumption 
is waste. And it is not just the food itself that 
is wasted – resources are expended to grow, 
cool, transport, and stockpile food. All that 
goes to waste if the food is thrown out instead 
of being eaten.

Van Doorn will look at the dynamics in the 
food system, the demand from customers and 
the supply side. Van Doorn will work together 
with colleagues from Wageningen University, 
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, TU Delft, 
Voedingscentrum, Stichting Samen Tegen 
Voedselverspilling, Hello Fresh, ACV, Levarht, 
Iglo, Hak, EFMI, and Capgemini.

GGDC co-leads major international project: 
tools for poverty reduction in Sub-Saharan 
Africa
The UK’s Department for International 
Development has awarded a large-scale 
multi-year research grant to a consortium of 
renowned researchers, with the GGDC as one 
of the core partners. Dr Gaaitzen de Vries, 
professor Robert Inklaar and professor Marcel 
Timmer will be the GGDC members most 
closely involved in this project.

Grants
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questions. They received a 200K grant from 
ZonMw, the Dutch organization for Healthcare 
research and innovation. See page 18 for an 
interview with Joost van de Brake about this 
project.

Peter Verhoef winner of two awards for 
his publications
Professor Verhoef’s 2007 IJRM paper 
‘Multichannel customer management: 
Understanding the research-shopper 
phenomenon’ is this year’s winner of the 
Jan-Benedict E.M. Steenkamp Award for 
Long-Term Impact.
The Jan-Benedict E.M. Steenkamp Award 
for Long-Term Impact is given annually to 
papers published in International Journal of 
Research in Marketing (IJRM) in recognition 
of their exceptional contributions to academic 
marketing research by demonstrating long-
term impact.
Along with co-authors professor Scott Neslin 
(Dartmouth University) and dr. Bjorn Vroomen 
(Authority for Consumer and Markets, ACM),
Verhoef’s paper developed a model for 
understanding the causes of research 
shopping. This phenomenon is the tendency 
of customers to use one channel for research 
and another for purchase.

Verhoef also received the 2020 Davidson 
award for the best paper published in the 
Journal of Retailing in 2019. The article 
‘Loyalty formation for different customer 
journey segments’ by professor Peter Verhoef 
with co-authors Dennis Herhausen (Kedge 
Business School), Kristina Kleinlerchen 
(University of Sankt Gallen), Oliver Oemrich 
(University of Mainz) and Thomas Rudolph 
(University of Sankt Gallen) is published in the 
Journal of Retailing, 95(3), September 2019 
issue (pp. 9-29). 

Awards and prices

The Groningen Growth and Development 
Centre (GGDC) will conduct research on 
structural transformation in sub-Saharan 
countries. This project will provide 
governments new tools to enhance growth and 
reduce poverty. The GGDC will lead the work 
on generating novel measures of (sectoral) 
development, to put country experiences in 
international perspective.

ZonMw grant for FEB  researchers to 
help improve coordination around ICU 
bed utilization
The recent corona pandemic has shown us 
that we can quickly reach the maximum ICU 
bed capacity and that the supply of medical 
equipment can be largely disrupted. Faculty 
of Economics and Business researchers 
Professor Taco van der Vaart, Dr Paul Buijs 
and Dr Gerdien Regts will look into the role 
that national and regional coordination can 
have to manage such scarcity. The Dutch 
organization for Healthcare research and 
innovation (ZonMw) has made 150K available 
for a two-year research project. See page 
18 for an interview with Paul Buijs about this 
project.

FEB researchers will look at covid-19 
impact on hospital staff’s well-being with 
ZonMW grant
What is the impact of the covid-19 pandemic 
on the psychosocial and emotional well-being 
of hospital staff? Which factors contribute 
to this well-being? And what can a hospital 
do to make sure that their staff is more 
equipped to deal with this or another crisis? 
FEB researchers Dr Joost van de Brake, Dr 
Peter Essens, Maxim Laurijssen MSc and 
professor Gerben van der Vegt will start a new 
research project in September to look at these 
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Gerard van den Berg appointed as 
Professor of Health Econometrics
FEB is proud to announce the appointment 
of Gerard van den Berg as Professor of 
Health Econometrics. Van den Berg is well-
known for his research on the long-run effects 
of conditions very early in life (economic 
condition, nutrition, stress exposure, and 
so on) on cognition, health and economic 
productivity later in life.
Van den Berg previously worked as a 
professor at the VU University Amsterdam, 
The University of Mannheim and the University 
of Bristol. In 2009 he was awarded the 
Alexander von Humboldt Professorship Prize 
which consisted of a research grant of 3.5 
million euro. He has also held short-term 
professorships in Princeton and the University 
of Stockholm.

WCM Award for Michiel uit het Broek
Last month, Dr Michiel uit het Broek, defended 
his thesis “ Condition-based production and 
maintenance decisions “ and received the 
distinction ‘cum laude’.  Uit het Broek also 
received the PhD World Class Maintenance 
Award for his thesis. The jury compliments 
him on the extensiveness, level and depth of 
his research and the societal relevance of his 
subject.

Laurens Sloot holds new chair of 
Entrepreneurship in Retailing
As from 1 February, FEB appointed Laurens 
Sloot as Professor by special appointment 
of Entrepreneurship in Retailing. Sloot will 
focus on the success factors of independent 
entrepreneurs and on the consequences of 
the increasing digitization of retailing. The 
new chair was established at the request of 
Stichting Lokaal Retail Ondernemerschap 
(LRO; the foundation of local retail 
entrepreneurship) for a period of five years.
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Albalooshi, S., M. Moeini Jazani, B.M. 
Fennis, and L. Warlop (2020). Reinstating 
the Resourceful Self : When and How Self-
affirmations Improve Executive Performance 
of the Powerless. Personality and Social 
Psychology Bulletin, 46 (2), 189-203.

Ambos, T.C., B. Cesinger, F. Eggers, and S. 
Kraus (2020). How Does De-Globalization 
Affect Location Decisions? A Study of 
Managerial Perceptions of Risk and Return. 
Global Strategy Journal, 10 (1), 210-236.

Beesten, E.R. van, and W. Romeijnders 
(2020). Convex Approximations for Two-stage 
Mixed-integer Mean-risk Recourse Models 
with Conditional Value-at-risk. Mathematical 
Programming, 181 (2), 473-507.

Blimpo, M.P., A. Postepska, and Y. Xu (2020). 
Why is Household Electricity Uptake Low in 
Sub-Saharan Africa. World Development, 133 
(Sept.), 105002.

Boer, W.I.J. de, L.H. Dekker, R.H. Koning, 
G.J. Navis, and J.O. Mierau (2020). How 
Are Lifestyle Factors Associated with 
Socioeconomic Differences in Health Care 
Costs? Evidence from Full Population Data in 
the Netherlands. Preventive Medicine,  130 
(Jan.), 105929.

Boot, T., and A. Pick (2020). Does Modeling a 
Structural Break Improve Forecast Accuracy? 
Journal of Econometrics, 215 (1), 35-59.

Brans, H., and B. Scholtens (2020). Under 
his Thumb : The Effect of President Donald 
Trump’s Twitter Messages on the US Stock 
Market. PLoS ONE, 15 (3), e0229931.

Broek, M.A.J. uit het, R.H. Teunter, B. de 
Jonge, J.  Veldman, and N.D. van Foreest 
(2020). Condition-Based Production Planning : 
Adjusting Production Rates to Balance Output 
and Failure Risk. Manufacturing & Service 
Operations Management, 22 (4), 645-867.

Bulte, E., S. Di Falco, and R. Lensink 
(2020). Randomized Interventions and “Real” 
Treatment Effects: A Cautionary Tale and an 
Example. World Development, 127 (Mar.), 
104790.

Dietzenbacher, E., I. Cazcarro, and I. Arto 
(2020). Towards a More Effective Climate 
Policy on International Trade. Nature 
Communications, 11 (1), 1130.

Dietzenbacher, E.,  V. Kulionis, and F. 
Capurro (2020). Measuring the Effects of 
Energy Transition : A Structural Decomposition 
Analysis of the Change in Renewable Energy 
Use between 2000 and 2014. Applied Energy, 
258 (Jan.), 114040.

Elhorst, J.P., J.L. Madre, and A. Pirotte 
(2020). Car Traffic, Habit Persistence, 
Cross-sectional Dependence, and Spatial 
Heterogeneity: New Insights Using French 
Department Data. Transportation Research. 
Part A: Policy and Practice, 132 (Feb.), 614-
632.

Publications 
Please find below an overview of publications in top journals 
(with an AIP of 85+), PhD theses, books & research reports 
in the period January – June 2020. 
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Estrada, I., and J.Q. Dong (2020). Learning 
from Experience? Technological Investments 
and the Impact of Coopetition Experience on 
Firm Profitability. Long Range Planning, 53 (1), 
101866.

Evans, A., W. Sleegers, and Z. Mlakar 
(2020). Individual Differences in Receptivity 
to Scientific Bullshit. Judgement and Decision 
Making, 15 (3), 401-412.

Faems, D., B. Bos, F. Noseleit, and B. Leten 
(2020). Multistep Knowledge Transfer in 
Multinational Corporation Networks: When Do 
Subsidiaries Benefit From Unconnected Sister 
Alliances? Journal of Management, 46 (3), 
414-442.

Feenstra, S., J. Jordan, F. Walter, and J.I. 
Stoker (2020). Antecedents of Leaders’ Power 
Sharing: The Roles of Power Instability and 
Distrust. Organizational Behavior and Human 
Decision Processes, 157 (Mar.), 115-128.

Feng, Y., X. Tong, and Q. Zhu (2020). The 
Market Value of Sustainable Practices in 
the Luxury Industry: An Identity Mismatch 
and Institutional Theoretical Perspective.  
Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and 
Transportation Review, 137 (May), 101919.

Fokkema, J.E., M.J. Land, L.C. Coelho, 
H. Wortmann, and G.B. Huitema (2020). 
A Continuous-time Supply-driven Inventory-
constrained Routing Problem. Omega, 92 
(Apr.), 102151.

Gagliardini, P., and D. Ronchetti (2020). 
Comparing Asset Pricing Models by the 
Conditional Hansen-Jagannathan Distance. 
Journal of Financial Econometrics, 18 (2), 333-
394.

Garcia, A., R. Lensink, and M. Voors (2020). 
Does Microcredit Increase Aspirational Hope? 
Evidence from a Group Lending Scheme in 
Sierra Leone. World Development, 128 (Apr.), 
104861.

Garretsen, H., J.I. Stoker, and R.A. 
Weber (2020). Economic Perspectives on 
Leadership : Concepts, Causality, and Context 
in Leadership Research. The Leadership 
Quarterly, 31 (3), 101410.

Hage, E., M. van Offenbeek, and A. 
Boonstra (2020). New Rules of Engagement: 
How Adaptation to Online Media Changes 
Older Adults’ Social Connectedness. Journal 
of Computer-Mediated Communication, 25 (2), 
182-197.

Heijnen, P., and L. Schoonbeek (2020). 
Cross-shareholdings and Competition in a 
Rent-seeking Contest. International Journal of 
Industrial Organization, 71 (July), 102625.

Klasing, M., and P. Milionis (2020). The 
International Epidemiological Transition 
and the Education Gender Gap. Journal of 
Economic Growth, 25 (1), 37–86.

Kok, H., D. Faems, and P. de Faria (2020). 
Ties that Matter : The Impact of Alliance 
Partner Knowledge Recombination Novelty 
on Knowledge Utilization in R&D Alliances. 
Research Policy, 49 (7), 104011.

Kostova, T., S. Beugelsdijk, W.R. Scott, V.E. 
Kunst, C.H. Chua, and M. van Essen (2020). 
The Construct of Institutional Distance through 
the Lens of Different Institutional Perspectives: 
Review, Analysis, and Recommendations.
Journal of International Business Studies, 51, 
467–497.
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Liu, J., H. Hu, X. Tong, and Q. Zhu (2020). 
Behavioral and Technical Perspectives of 
Green Supply Chain Management Practices: 
Empirical Evidence from an Emerging Market. 
Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and 
Transportation Review, 140 (Aug.), 102013.

Lopez Alvarez, J.A., P. Buijs, O.A. Kilic, and 
I.F.A. Vis (2020). An Inventory Control Policy 
for Liquefied Natural Gas as a Transportation 
Fuel. Omega, 90 (Jan.), 101985.

Neves-Moreira, F., M. Amorim-Lopes, and 
P. Amorim (2020). The Multi-period Vehicle 
Routing Problem with Refueling Decisions: 
Traveling Further to Decrease Fuel Cost? 
Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and 
Transportation Review, 133 (Jan.), 101817.

Nikolova, M., and F. Cnossen (2020). What 
Makes Work Meaningful and Why Economists 
Should Care about It. Labour Economics, 65 
(Aug.), 101847.

Oehmichen, J., L. Jacobey, and M. Wolff 
(2020). Have We Made Ourselves (too) 
Clear? Performance Effects of the Incentive 
Explicitness in CEO Compensation. Long 
Range Planning, 53 (3), 101893.

Oh, C.H., D. Shapiro, S.S.H. Ho, and J. Shin 
(2020). Location Matters : Valuing Firm-
specific Nonmarket Risk in the Global Mining 
Industry. Strategic Management Journal, 41 
(7). 1210-1244.

Prossner, A.M.B., M. Judge, J.W. Bolderdijk, 
L. Blackwood, and T. Kurz (2020). ‘Distancers’ 
and ‘Non-distancers’? The Potential Social-
psychological Impact of Moralising Covid-19 
Mitigating Practices on Sustained Behaviour 
Change. British Journal of Social Psychology. 
59 (3), 653-662.

Riezebos, J., and S.X. Zhu (2020). Inventory 
Control with Seasonality of Lead Times.  
Omega, 92 (Apr.), 102162.

Schmidt, J., and T.H.A. Bijmolt (2020). 
Accurately Measuring Willingness to Pay for 
Consumer Goods: A Meta-analysis of the 
Hypothetical Bias. Journal of the Academy of 
Marketing Science, 48 (3), 499-518.

Surroca, J.A., R.V. Aguilera, K. Desender, and 
J.A. Tribo (2020). Is Managerial Entrenchment 
Always Bad and Corporate Social 
Responsibility Always Good? A Cross-national 
Examination of their Combined Influence on 
Shareholder Value. Strategic Management 
Journal, 41 (5), 891-920.

Trinks, A., M. Mulder, and B. Scholtens 
(2020). An Efficiency Perspective on Carbon 
Emissions and Financial Performance. 
Ecological Economics, 175 (Sept.), 106632.

Wyrwich, M. (2020). Migration Restrictions 
and Long-term Regional Development: 
Evidence from Large-scale Expulsions of 
Germans after World War II. Journal of 
Economic Geography, 20 (2), 481-507.

Xu, Y., E. Dietzenbacher, and B. Los (2020). 
International Trade and Air Pollution Damages 
in the United States. Ecological Economics, 
171 (May), 106599.

Yan, Y., J.Q. Dong, and D. Faems (2020). 
Not Every Coopetitor Is the Same : The 
Impact of Technological, Market and 
Geographical Overlap with Coopetitors on 
Firms’ Breakthrough Inventions. Long Range 
Planning, 53 (1), 101873.
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Broek, Michiel uit het
Condition-based production and maintanance 
decisions
Promotor: Prof. R.H. Teunter, copromotores: 
Dr. J. Veldman and Dr. B. de Jonge
Defended on March 12, 2020

Feenstra, Sanne
Power in organizational life: An investigation 
of how stable and unstable power affect 
important organizational and leadership 
outcomes
Promotores: Prof. J.I. Stoker, Prof. J. Jordan 
and Prof. F. Walter.
Defended on February 3, 2020

Freeman, Daan
Factor income dynamics: An exploration
Promotores: Prof. R.C. Inklaar and Prof. M.P. 
Timmer 
Defended on May 25, 2020

Aobo Jiang
Offshoring, Functional Specialization and 
Economic Performance
Promotor: Prof. M.P. Timmer, copromotor: Dr. 
G.J de Vries
Defended on June 8, 2020

Kleinhempel, Johannes
Essays in comparative international 
entrepreneurship research
Promotor: Prof. S. Beugelsdijk, copromotor: 
Dr. M.J. Klasing.
Defended on January 9, 2020

Olango, Proscovia
A document enrichment approach to facilitate 
reading comprehension
Promotores: Prof. H.G. Sol, and Prof. J. 
Nerbonne
Defended on January 16, 2020

Pahl, Stefan
Global value chains and economic development
Promotores: Prof. M.P. Timmer and Prof. R.C. 
Inklaar
Defended on May 4, 2020

Qiao, Kenan
Leverage and inefficiencies in financial markets
Promotores: Prof. P.A. Bekker, and Dr. L. Dam
Defended on March 16, 2020

Schasfoort, Joeri
Agent-Based Simulations of Monetary Policy 
and Financial Markets
Promotores: Prof. D.J. Bezemer, and Prof. 
L.H. Hoogduin
Defended on June 11, 2020

Schrotenboer, Albert
Exact and heuristic methods for optimization in 
distributed logistics
Promotores: Prof. I. Vis, copromotor Dr. E. 
Ursavas
Defended on February 6, 2020

PhD theses
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Exact and Heuristic Methods
for Optimization in
Distributed Logistics

Albert H. Schrotenboer

https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/conditionbased-production-and-maintenance-decisions(e16ea492-50ec-40df-a11b-ff8b4e690257).html
https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/power-in-organizational-life(e3268cb5-aefd-4631-b846-06d73f763ff4).html
https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/factor-income-dynamics-an-exploration(423eeff9-b270-44fb-b392-ec5f7028674f).html
https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/offshoring-functional-specialization-and-economic-performance(a0417054-5200-46d1-a853-9aec888e7cc3).html
https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/essays-in-comparative-international-entrepreneurship-research(5b6b2370-7d86-4b47-a70e-d1493a1baadd).html
https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/a-document-enrichment-approach-to-facilitate-reading-comprehension(3d3b50d8-f595-4694-a7f6-1b2b8c469d97).html
https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/global-value-chains-and-economic-development(2e50066d-0422-4295-8729-91862a0c868b).html
https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/agentbased-simulations-of-monetary-policy-and-financial-markets(de16d687-6201-4e30-b0ae-780a73ca6a0a).html
https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/exact-and-heuristic-methods-for-optimization-in-distributed-logistics(42206367-86a0-434d-920d-0c3375959367).html


Books
Brakman, Steven ; Garretsen, Harry; van 
Marrewijk, Charles (2020), An Introduction 
to Geographical and Urban Economics: 
A Spiky World. 3 ed. Cambridge UK : 
Cambridge University Press

Fennis, Bob M.; Stroebe, Wolfgang (2020), 
The psychology of advertising. 3rd ed. 
Routledge, Taylor and Francis Group

Klein Haneveld, W.K.; van der Vlerk, M.H.; 
Romeijnders, Ward. (2020), Stochastic 
Programming : Modeling Decision 
Problems Under Uncertainty. Cham: 
Springer, 2020. (Graduate Texts in Operations 
Research).

Mulder, Machiel (2020), Regulation of 
Energy Markets : Economic Mechanisms 
and Policy Evaluation. 1 ed. Springer 
International Publisher (Lecture Notes in 
Energy).

Bezemer, Dirk (2020), Een land van kleine 
buffers: Er is genoeg geld, maar we 
gebruiken het verkeerd, Uitgeverij Pluim
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Seepma, Aline
Just integrating or integrating justice? 
Understanding integration mechanisms in 
criminal justice supply chains
Promotor: Prof. D.P. van Donk, copromotor: 
Dr. C. de Blok
Defended on July 2, 2020

Trinks, Arjan
Falling for rising temperatures? Finance in a 
carbon-constrained world
Promotores: Prof. M. Mulder, and Prof. L.J.R. 
Scholtens
Defended on May 11, 2020

https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/just-integrating-or-integrating-justice(12876d45-a45e-4a28-9125-dedc8d9a8678).html
https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/publications/falling-for-rising-temperatures(b7a71e37-c8af-4b1b-820d-2ab29a251814).html


Research Reports
2020001-OPERA: Foreest, N.D. van, and J. 
Wijngaard. On Proportionally Fair Solutions for 
the Divorced-Parents Problem

2020002-EEF: Niccodemi, G., R. Alessie, V. 
Angelini, J. Mierau, T. Wansbeek. Refining 
Clustered Standard Errors with Few Clusters

2020003-I&O: Bogt, H. ter, Performance and 
other Accounting Information in the Public 
Sector: A Prominent Role in the Politicians’ 
Control Tasks?

2020004-I&O: Fisch, C., M. Wyrwich, T.L. 
Nguyen, and J.H. Block, Historical Institutional 
Differences and Entrepreneurship: The Case 
of Socialist Legacy in Vietnam

2020005-I&O: Fritsch, M. and M. Wyrwich, 
Is Innovation (Increasingly) Concentrated in 
Large Cities? An International Comparison

2020006-GEM: Oosterhaven, J. Decomposing 
Economic Growth Decompositions

2020007-I&O: Fritsch, M., M. Obschonka, F. 
Wahl, and M. Wyrwich, The Deep Imprint of 
Roman Sandals: Evidence of Long-lasting 
Effects of Roman Rule on Personality, 
Economic Performance, and Well-Being in 
Germany

2020008-EEF: Heijnen, P., On the 
Computation of Equilibrium in Discontinuous 
Economic Games

2020009-EEF: Romensen, G.J. and A.R. 
Soetevent, Improving Worker Productivity 
Through Tailored Performance Feedback: 
Field Experimental Evidence from Bus Drivers

2020010-EEF: Rao, Z., M. Groneck, and 
R. Alessie, Should I Stay or Should I Go? 
Intergenerational Transfers and Residential 
Choice. Evidence from China

2020011-EEF: Kwaak, C. van der, Unintended 
Consequences of Central Bank Lending in 
Financial Crises
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https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020001-eef-def.pdf
https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020002-eef-def.pdf
https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020003-io-def.pdf
https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020004-io-def.pdf
https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020005-io-def.pdf
https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020006-gem-def.pdf
https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020007-io-def.pdf
https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020008-eef-def.pdf
https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020009-eef-def.pdf
https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020010-eef-def.pdf
https://www.rug.nl/feb/research/som-research-reports/som-research-reports-2020/2020011-eef-def.pdf
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SOM research programmes
www.rug.nl/feb/som
• Global Economics & Management (GEM)
 Prof Sjoerd Beugelsdijk
• Economics, Econometrics, Finance
 (IEEF)
 Prof Rob Alessie
• Organizational Behaviour (OB)
 Prof Floor Rink
• Innovation & Organization (I&O)
 Prof Jordi Surroca
• Marketing
 Prof Koert van Ittersum
• Operations Management, Operations
 Research (OPERA)
 Prof Dirk Pieter van Donk

SOM Board
• Prof Peter Verhoef, chair
• Prof Jakob de Haan, member
• Prof Rafael Wittek, member
• Dr Rian Drogendijk, advisory member
• Drs John de Groot, advisory member
• Prof Gerben van der Vegt, advisory member

SOM Advisory Board
• Prof Marnik Dekimpe
• Prof Robert Feenstra
• Prof John Hollenbeck
• Prof Arie Kapteyn
• Prof Keld Laursen 
• Prof Niels Noorderhaven
• Prof Brendan O’Dwyer
• Prof Ann Vereecke 

SOM Office
• Prof Gerben van der Vegt, 
 Scientific Director
• Prof Rian Drogendijk, 
 Director of Graduate Studies
• Ms Rina Koning, Policy Officer
• Dr Kristian Peters, PhD coordinator
• Ms Astrid van der Veen, 
 Funding Coordinator
• Dr Dennis Veltrop, 
 Research  Master Coordinator
• Ms Ana Alves, Project Assistant
• Ms Astrid Beerta, secretary
• Ms Ellen Nienhuis, secretary
• Ms Hanneke Tamling, secretary

Centres of Expertise
www.rug.nl/feb/coe
• Banking, Insurance, Finance (CIBIF)
 Prof Robert Lensink
• Customer Insights (CIC)
 Prof Jaap Wieringa
• Local Government Economics (COELO)
 Prof Maarten Allers
• Center for Energy Economics Research
 (CEER)
 Prof Machiel Mulder
• Economic Growth and Development
 (GGDC)
 Prof Robert Inklaar
• Centre for Public Health in Economics
 and Business
 Prof Koert van Ittersum, Prof Jochen Mierau
• Human Resource Management, 
 Organizational Behaviour (HRM&OB)
 Dr Peter Essens
• Center of Operational Excellence (COPE)
 Prof Kees-Jan Roodbergen
• Value in Collaboration Innovation (VinCI)
 Dr Eelko Huizingh
• Institute for Governance and
 Organizational Responsibility (IGOR)
 Dr Kees van Veen
• Leadership (In the LEAD)
 Prof Harry Garretsen & Prof Janka Stoker

Organisation
of Research
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